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Intro: [E7#9 |    |   | N.C.] Get Sexy in my  
 

[E7#9] ear…[E7#9] so sexy I might [A] swear about it 
[G] I can no longer [C] be without it 
[B] There’s lovin’ in the [A7] air….[A7] when sexy’s in my  
[E7#9] ear….[E7#9] so sexy I can [A] taste her prose  
[C] I can no longer [Bii] be without those [Bb] honey drippin  
[A7] prayers…. [A7] so sexy in my [E7#9] ears [E7#9] 
 

For [G] you might be long [A] legs right up to [E7#9] there [E7#9] or 
[A] double frosted [G] cupcakes out to [E7#9] here [E7#9] for 
[B7] me one single [Bb7] thing can seal the [A7] deal  
[A7] Whisper sexy. Make it [E7#9] real [E7#9 |    |     ] 

 

Solo:   [Bii – Bii C C# | D – D D# | E7#9] mmm my  
  [E7#9] hush toned lady 

  [B – B Bb A | G – G F#  | E7#9] ooo ah so  
  [E7#9] sexy baby [C7 – C7 B7 | Bb7 – B7 Bb7 | A7 ]  

[A7] Bring those sexy murmurs over [E7#9] ear [E7#9 |   |    ] 
 

For [A] you might be full lips [G] fat darri[E7#9]eres [E7#9] small  
[G] hands, big feet, nice [A] smiles or long blonde [E7#9] hairs [E7#9] 
For [B] me no single [Bb7] thing can quite com[A7]pare 
[Ab7] I’ll say it certain make it [G7] clear  
[F#7] my how, what, when and [F7] where [F7] 
Get Sexy in my [E7#9] ear ….sexy in my [E7#9] ear  
Get sexy in my [E7#9] ear ….so sexy I will [A] shout it out and  
[C] I will no longer [B] live without it  
[Bb] so I’m just gonna [A7] swear about it  
Get fucking sexy in my [E7#9] ear ….sexy in my [E7#9] ear 
get sexy in my [E7#9] ear …sexy in my [E7#9] ear 
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